PAYMENT PROCESSING SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

FREE

Nurit 8020
Wireless Terminal

The NURIT 8020 is the leading wireless payment device available on the market. It is the
ideal solution for businesses seeking the most effective way to complete credit card
transactions off-site and boasts a wide range of payment services. The 8020 is an all-in-one
terminal that can accommodate all of your mobile transaction needs and United Bank Card
will provide you with this high-tech equipment free of charge!
The Ideal Terminal for Businesses with Wireless Needs
The Nurit 8020 is the ideal solution for businesses seeking the most effective way to complete credit card
transactions off-site and boasts a wide range of payment services. The Nurit 8020 supports credit, debit
and EBT transactions and is also equipped with an internal pin-pad.

Impressive Capabilities
The 8020 is a lightweight, handheld wireless device that works on the reliable Cingular GPRS network and
enables mobile retailers to bring their products and services directly to their customers. The device is PCI
PED compliant and contains a large touchscreen and a fast, quiet thermal printer. The Nurit 8020 also
features an 18 button ergonomically designed back-lit keypad with programmable quick keys.

Add a Free NURIT 8020 to Your Location Today
The Nurit 8020's wireless functionality and dependability cannot be matched by any other wireless
terminal. The 8020 is the most flexible terminal on the market today and its diverse features, simple to
use graphical interface and compact size make it an ideal all-in-one payment solution for any business.
Contact United Bank Card today and add the power of wireless credit card processing to your location
today!
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